Robust correction of spike noise: application to diffusion tensor imaging.
Echo-planar imaging (EPI) -based diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is particularly prone to spike noise. However, existing spike noise correction methods are impractical for corrupted DTI data because the methods correct the complex MRI signal, which is not usually stored on clinical MRI systems. The present work describes a novel Outlier Detection De-spiking technique (ODD) that consists of three steps: detection, localization, and correction. Using automated outlier detection schemes, ODD exploits the data redundancy available in DTI data sets that are acquired with a minimum of six different diffusion-weighted images (DWIs) with similar signal and noise properties. A mathematical formulation, describing the effects of spike noise on magnitude images, yields appropriate measures for an outlier detection scheme used for spike detection while a normalization-dependent outlier detection scheme is used for spike localization. ODD performs accurately on diverse DTI data sets corrupted by spike noise and can be used for automated control of DTI data quality. ODD can also be extended to other MRI applications with data redundancy, such as dynamic imaging and functional MRI.